MONERIS VAULT
The integration with Moneris Hosted Tokenization (HT) reduces the UVic PCI-compliance assessment scope due to the fact that credit card numbers are not captured or stored at UVic.

A saved card creates a card profile within Moneris, and generates a unique data key called a token which is stored in a UVic datacenter that complies with policy IM7800. This token is the profile identifier that all future financial vault transactions will use when processing a deposit to your ONECard account.

The encrypted transaction verification is completed from server to server and not through the browser. Your card information in its entirety is not stored at UVic or on any UVic server. UVic holds the right to remove your stored credit card details from Moneris and token from UVic for the following reasons, including but not limited to:

i. Storing more than 2 credit cards
ii. Expired credit cards
iii. Upon the recommendation from the Information Security Office or Privacy Office for issues related to security
iv. Upon the recommendation from the ONECard office, University Systems or other University affiliated department or faculty for the purposes of business continuity.

UVic holds the right to change these terms as deemed necessary for security, PCI compliance and business continuity.

By accepting this agreement, you are accepting the UVic terms of use and agree to review these terms for updates from time to time.